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Geographic 
Information 
Systems 
(GIS)
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World Design 
Capital 2014
Cape Town = 
Open Data
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Violence Prevention through 
Urban Upgrading
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OpenStreetMap
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What 
becomes 

searchable?

What gets 
counted, 
counts.
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Data sources for popular proprietary Web Maps

• Governmental Open Data
• Their Users!
• Their own data collection $$

• Manual data entry
• Automated process

• Their aim – more data, more 
users, more advertisers, more 
revenue
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Web Maps: Cape Town, South Africa
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Risk reproducing inequalities. 
Call for active engagement to

combat inequalities through modern forms of 
mapping. 
(Elwood, 2015)
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Share data and  
maps bottom up 

and
top down.

Fill in the gaps!
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Data from 
Government/Industry

Data from
Grass roots Communities

Database



WHAT IS …?
• GIS // Geographic Information System(s)

… is a set of tools used to capture, store, analyze, 
manage, and present geographic data, data that 
are linked to location(s).

• GI Science // Geographic Information Science
… is the field of research field that seeks to 
conceptualize and improve geographic concepts and 
their use in the context of geographic information 
systems. GIScience includes concepts from remote 
sensing, surveying, mathematics, computer science, 
geography…
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Free and Open Source Software (FOSS)

• Free as in speech 
• Free as in beer
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How spatial indicators are collected and then mapped



Cartography = Art + ScienceCartography = Art + Science of map making
How to best design maps to illuminate spatial patterns that might 

otherwise go unnoticed to transfer knowledge? 
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Classification
The process of organizing map features 
into groups to improve legibility in the map
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Natural breaks classification. Mollweide Projection (need to fix Germany – has a value)

Proportion of women in parliament
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Proportion of women in parliament

Quantile (equal count) classification. Mollweide Projection (need to fix Germany – has a value)
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Quantile (equal count) classification. Mollweide Projection (need to fix Germany – has a value)

Proportion of women in parliament
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Quantile (equal count) classification. Mollweide Projection (need to fix Germany – has a value)

SDG indicator 5.5.1 Proportion of women in parliament
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SDG Mapping Best Practice #4
Classify maps and diagrams using ordinal visual variables for numerical 
attributes (e.g., choropleth maps), but not those using numerical visual 
variables such as size (e.g., proportional symbol maps, cartograms)
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Symbolisation
The graphic encoding of geospatial data 
in the map; the “visual language”
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Visual Variables
The ways that a symbol can be modified to 
convey information; “the visual grammar”
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• 9 targets and 3 sub-targets – what is learned in this course 
could be used to address all 9 targets

SDG 15: Protect, restore and promote sustainable 
use of  terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage 
forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse 
land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
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“find alternative ways of 
mapping that more accurately 

reflect contemporary 
geopolitics.” (Kelly 2019: 37)

Map: Collectively 
Mapping Syria’s boarder 

(Kelly 2016) 

Design effectiveness 
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Goal 15: Life on land 
Target 15.1: By 2020, ensure the conservation, restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial 
and inland freshwater ecosystems and their services, in particular forests, wetlands, 
mountains and drylands, in line with obligations under international agreements

Indicator 15.1.2: Average proportion of 
Freshwater Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs) 
covered by protected areas (percent)
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Land Portal
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Indicator 15.1.2: Average proportion of Freshwater Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs) 
covered by protected areas (percent)
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15.1.1
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https://bricker0.github.io/maps.html
SDG indicator 15.1.1
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Modifiable Aerial Unit Problem (MAUP)
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3898826?ln=en
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Modifiable Areal Unit Problem
The same individual-level data enumerated to differently 
sized, shaped, and arranged boundaries may result in 
different visual patterns in the map
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Global Percent Tree Cover 2000
Hansen - Google Earth Engine
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● Computer Vision
● Identify patterns

○ Density clusters
○ Classifying pixels

● Quantify Area 
○ Vegetation
○ Water
○ Urban

● Perform Object Recognition
○ Detecting objects
○ Classifying objects

GeoAI Is Particularly Well-Suited To:
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Median Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)

Serial 16-Day MODIS composites Jan-
Dec 2013
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Dasymetric 
Mapping 
Defined

Transformation of geographic data from one 
set of boundaries to another (Petrov 2012)

Greek translation “measuring density”

Zones of uniformity

Dasymetric map ≠ Population map
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Techniques for Dasymetric Mapping

Inclusion – Uniformity  
• Semenov-Tian-Shansky aerial 

interpolation technique that 
creates a density surface based on 
ancillary information  
• natural spots of concentration and 

absences   
• Most common example: 

population density irrespective of 
specific administrative boundaries. 

Ken Field’s Dasymetric Dot Density Map 
US Election 2016 Red Trump Blue Clinton
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Why make dasymetric maps for 
SDGs?
Localized Decision Making! 

Benefits 
“Provides additional information about underlying 
heterogeneity of population distribution rather than on 
purely mathematical computations” (Petrov 2012: 256).

Provide insights into actual distribution of a phenomenon  

Could be useful to inform planning for 

• Health Care services
• crime prevention and response, 
• disaster mitiation 
• and more. (Petrov 2012; Mennis 2009; Wu et al 2005) 

Drawbacks
• Requires additional 

ancillary data (WORK!)
• Scale dependent 
• No single standardized 

methodology 
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United Nations…
constraints to making 
dasymetric maps
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2.1.1 Undernourished people per Sq KM

Choropleth map
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Techniques for Dasymetric Mapping

Inclusion – Uniformity  
Semenov-Tian-Shansky aerial 
interpolation technique that creates 
a density surface based on ancillary 
information  

meaning distribution in reality –
natural spots of concentration and 
rarefaction  

Most common example: population 
density irrespective of specific 
administrative boundaries. 

Omission – Absence  
• Where the phenomenon is 

known NOT to occur
• Binary method
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2.1.1 Undernourished people per Sq KM

Binary Method
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2.1.1 Undernourished people per Sq KM

Binary 
Method:
Omit area 

where people 
do not live
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2.1.1 Undernourished people per Sq KM
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Kernel Density
Isoline

Other Techniques are possible with creativity and time 
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The Problem
• SDG data missingness in 

small islands
• Link to full Paper
• See interactive map 

https://gip-itc-
universitytwente.github.io/
SIDS/

• Earth Observation data 
could help augment data 
collection
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17445647.2020.1736194
https://gip-itc-universitytwente.github.io/SIDS/


Aruba! 
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Mangroves unique and 
valuable to Caribbean Islands 
• While mangroves are not mentioned by name in the indicators 

themselves, they are mentioned in metadata or the methodology 
for two indicators. 

• SDG indicator 6.6.1 Change in the extent of water-related 
ecosystems over time Aruba 6,6,1 has lost 37% of its Mangroves 
– total area change

• 15.1.1. Forest area as a proportion of total land area - Aruba has 
2,3 % Forest in 2020
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https://unstats-undesa.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/undesa::indicator-6-6-1-mangrove-total-area-change-percent/explore?location=12.546013%2C-69.910824%2C11.23


Challenges and 
Questions

• Publicly available multi spectral 
Satellite data are not at a fine 
enough spatial resolution 

• Drones could help!

• But how to quantify the data?
• What is a suitable/feasible 

workflow? 
• How do the output from the 

workflows compare?
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Multispectral imagery 

• Healthy plants have a high reflectance in the 
Near Infrared (NIR) meaning it can be used to 
discriminate between different plant species and 
determine plant health. 
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True Color
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False color 
Color – red = 

healthy 
vegetation
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Spectral 
signatures
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Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI)

dimensionless index that describes the 
difference between visible and near-
infrared reflectance of vegetation cover
read more about NDVI here
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https://bikeshbade.com.np/tutorials/Detail/?title=All%20you%20need%20to%20know%20about%20NDVI&code=19


NDVI –
different 
color ramp
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Unsupervised classification using ArcGIS Pro
(machine picked the classification based on spectral signatures alone)
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Supervised classification QGIS (we trained 
the machine)
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Next Steps – different vegetation cover
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Created and Run by Steven Mather
https://github.com/OpenDroneMap/OpenDroneMap

http://opendronemap.github.io/odm/
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Point Cloud
Digital Surface Model (DSM)

Textured DSM
Digital Elevation Models (DEM)

Orthophotography

Enhance spatial resolution
Augment missing data…Drones!

https://github.com/OpenDroneMap/OpenDroneMap
http://opendronemap.github.io/odm/


Pix4D Mobile App – for camera
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Flight Path
Auto Pilot
Free flight

https://support.pix4d.com/hc/en-us/articles/202557269--Android-Pix4Dmapper-Capture-App-Getting-started

DJI offers three Software Development Kits (SDK)
Mobile: Aerial Imagery, Live Video, Navigation
Onboard: Flight data, flight control, data transmission
Guidance: Hardware, ports, velocity, filters, depth



Pix4D: Autopilot App
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Digital Surface Model (DSM)
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Digital Surface Model (DSM)
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Data Process
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1. Flight

2.Stitching  

4. Storage

5. Analysis

3. Imagery
GeoTiff

6. Aggregate

7. Share

FIND imagery
SHARE imagery

Distributed Commons for 
Searching and Hosting Free 

Imagery
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OAM + UAVs

If you don’t have before imagery, after imagery is less useful. 

Opportunity to monitor gradual or acute changes in regions important 
to YOU.

Opportunity to forge a new relationship, with authoritative data, 
contributed by drone “enthusiasts” 
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OAM is a unique 
Platform that can 
be used to share 
data and maps top 
down and
bottom up.
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Data from 
Government/Industry

Data from
Grass roots Communities

Database



Case Study 1: REM
“Stand in the place where you live”
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• Workflow is important!
• Sometimes government 

has better data
• Sometimes crowd has 

better data
• What if we all shared?

• To make informed 
decisions together?
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Libraries have an important 
role in Data Preparedness!

Data from 
Government/Industry

Database

Data from
Grass roots Communities



More data
More eyes
More learning?

Aim:
Experiential Learning and 
Informed decision making
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Examine and 
challenge power
Embrace pluralism
Consider context
Elevate emotion and embodiment
Represent uncertainty
What gets counted - counts

Make labor visible
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Alternative Cartographies

The train has left the station; if we’re not part of the 
mapping process, we’re in trouble. A better map is one 
that I am part of, not as an object, but as a subject of my 
own future.
“

Alais Ole-Morindat
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• Thank you!

• Britta Ricker @bricker

• https://bricker0.github.io/maps.html
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